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We present a proof rule for fairly terminating uarded commands based on a 
well-foundedness argument. The rule is applied to several examples, and proved to 
be sound and (semantically) complete w.r.t, an operational semantics of com- 
putation trees. The rule is related to another ule suggested by Lehmann, Pnueli, 
and Stavi (in "Proc. Internat. Colloq. Automata Lang. and Programming, '81," 
Acre, July 1981), by showing that the (semantic) completeness of the LPS-rule 
follows from the completeness or ours. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
The use of wel l - founded part ia l ly ordered sets to prove terminat ion  of 
p rograms or iginates f rom F loyd  [5]  and remained prominent  ever since. 
After the appearance of nondetermin is t ic  and concurrent  p rogramming 
language constructs,  the not ion  of terminat ion  was general ized to the 
not ion of liveness [15] ,  which also covers propert ies such as eventual 
occurrence of events dur ing program execution.  One  way of specifying and 
prov ing  such propert ies is by apply ing temporal reasoning [7] .  This may be 
formal ized by using tempora l  ogic [17] ,  a tool  suitable for expressing such 
eventualit ies. 
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Within this framework, one of the more interesting concepts that can be 
studied is the concept of fairness [9]. However, application of temporal 
reasoning does not appeal to a direct use of well-foundedness arguments 
(see, e.g., [16]). Recently, there is a revival of the interest in such direct 
appeals (see, e.g., [1]), generalizing arguments hitherto involving finite 
nondeterminism to a context of infinite nondeterminism, and [18], 
generalizing sequential well-foundedness arguments to the context of con- 
currency (using a shared variable model). 
A common property of well-foundedness arguments for more com- 
plicated types of termination is the use of higher countably infinite 
ordinals, which can be traced back to [13], this in contrast o the fact that 
for deterministic programs (or programs displaying finite nondeterminism) 
natural numbers uffice. 
In this paper, we propose a rule for proving fair termination of guarded 
loops using well-foundedness arguments. 
We chose guarded commands [4] since it is relatively well known and 
simple, has a natural extension to the language communicating sequential 
processes (CSP) [14], and the proof rule proposed in this paper extends 
naturally to CSP. 
The ideas in this paper were developed mostly independently of [18], in 
which a similar situation is dealt with. We shall describe the influence of 
[18] on our work in the last section. A different approach to the same 
problem may be found in [2, 3], independently developed about the same 
time as the current results and [ 18]. An extensive comparative study of the 
variety of approaches to fairness will appear in a forthcoming book by the 
second author. 
In Section 2 we introduce the proof rule for fair termination and apply it 
to several examples. In Section 3 we present soundness and (semantic) 
completeness proofs of the suggested rule w.r.t, an operational semantics 
using computation trees. Section 4 ends with a comparison with related 
work; in particular, we show a reduction of the semantic ompleteness of
the rule of [18] to the present one. Conversely, Lehmann recently [19] 
reduced the completeness proof of our rule to that of [18]. Consequently, 
the two rules are equivalent. 
2. A PROOF RULE FOR FAIR TERMINATION 
Basic Notations and Definitions 
We consider the language GC, with the following syntax: 
(statement ~ ::= (assignment s atement ~1 (skip > l( selection 
I (repetition ~I(composition 
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<assignment s atement > ::= <variable> := <expression > 
<skip> ::=skip 
<selection > ::= [ (boolean-expression > ~ <statement > 
{D 
<boolean-expression > ~ <statement > } * 
] 
<repetition> ::= * <selection> 
<composition > ::= <statement >;<statement >. 
Boolean expressions are also called guards. In the sequel we consider 
programs of the form of repetitions 
C:: *[1: BloC1[ ]  ... [] n: B,--+Cn], 
also abbreviated to * [ [ ] i~ l i :B i~ Ci], where I=  {1 ..... n}. We refer to i: 
Bi ~ Ci as direction i (or move i). Direction i is enabled in a state 4 iff B~(4) 
holds. 
For our purposes, we shall assign GC a semantics by which every pair of 
GC program C and initial state 40 is mapped into a tree Tc(4o) reflecting 
all possible computations, and especially all the nondeterministic choices 
involved, when C is executed in 4o. 
Intuitively, for a typical repetition statement C:: *[[] i~li: B~ ~ C~], the 
tree Tc(4o) should have the form as in Fig. 1. 
Here A= {i~1]~ 0 ~ Bi}= {i~ ..... ik} is the index-set of all guards 
satisfied by 4o. The states 4j, 4] are leaves of the subtrees Tj., 1 ~< j ~< k, 
representing all the terminating computations of Cj on 4o. These subtrees 
may contain infinite paths, in case Cj has non-terminating computations on 
4o. Every leaf 4j of Tj has as a subtree the tree T¢(4i) representing the 
~o ~o 
FIGURE 1 
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execution of the "rest of the loop C" (after one iteration) on ~j. This reflects 
the usual circularity in defining the semantics of iteration (or recursion). 
Thus, the nodes of the required trees are labeled with states, while the 
arcs are labeled with direction-indices. A node labeled with a state 
(associated with the looping point) has a subtree for each direction enabled 
at that state. We use 7~ to denote paths (finite or infinite) in computation 
trees. With every (finite or infinite) path in Tc(~0) ~: 4o ~ i0" '~ j  ~ij 
(j+l ~ "" we may associate a corresponding computation of C on (o, 
where the ~.]s are the intermediate states of the loop of top level and i]s 
reflect the choices to resolve nondeterminism. We refer to such states, 
occuring at the top-level of C, as marked, abstracting away from an explicit 
inclusion of a location counter as part of the state. In these terms, enabled- 
ness always refers to marked states. Nested loops have their own, indepen- 
dent, marking. For j~>0, ~j+l is one of the possible results obtained by 
executing Q on ~j. Internal choices within Q ,  similarly to intermediate 
states between ~j and ~j+ ~ are "hidden" in this notation. In case some Cj 
has an infinite computation from some (marked) state ~,  which, therefore, 
never reaching again another marked state, we use the notation ~o ~ ' 
(k--*. Obviously, a tree Tc((o) is infinite if and only if C has a nonter- 
minating computation on 40. Note that the computation trees are finitely 
branching (actually, boundedly branching by 111, the number of guards). 
Thus, by Konig's lemma Tc(~0) is infinite if and only if it contains an 
infinite path. 
The discussion in the sequel does not depend on the exact machinery 
used to define such trees. The usual formal definition of Tc.(~o) is by induc- 
tion on the structure of C. We omit the (rather standard) details. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) An execution sequence 7z of C is fair iff it is finite, or it 
is infinite and for every 1 ~< i ~< n, if direction i is infinitely often enabled 
along ~, it is also infinitely often chosen along ~. 
(2) C is fairly terminating iff all its infinite execution sequences are 
not fair, i.e., unfair. 
Thus, a fairly terminating program has finite computation sequences 
(terminating computations), and, possibly, unfair infinite computation 
sequences, but may not have infinite fair computation sequences. 
EXAMPLE. Consider Dijkstra's example for a random generator of 
natural number [4]; this is a possibly non-terminating program, its only 
infinite computation sequence being unfair. Hence this program fairly ter- 
minates: 
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C:: x := 0; b := true; 
* [ l :b~ x :=x + l 
[] 
2: b ~ b :=false]. 
Notice that by restricting the underlying semantics of the language of 
guarded commands to fair computation sequences only, a fairly ter- 
minating repetition as defined above becomes a terminating one, possibly 
displaying countably infinite non-determinism. 
Our goal is to characterize deductively the class of all fairly terminating 
GC programs. The characterization suggested oes carry over directly to 
concurrent programs. 
We use the notation ~ r>> C~ q >> to express that C fairly terminates in 
all initial states satisfying r, and that q holds upon termination. 
The intuition behind the suggested proof rule is as follows: For an 
always terminating nondeterministic program, there exists a variant, a 
mapping from the state into a well-founded (partially) ordered set, which 
decreases along every computation sequence, i.e., along every direction in 
the computation tree. 
Now, let us choose the directions along which a certain variant decreases, 
taking care that these directions (certain moves Ci) are always eventually 
enabled, until they are taken. Let the other directions be non-increasing. 
Then by the fairness assumption eventually a decreasing move has to 
occur. Thus all fair computation sequences are guaranteed to be finite. 
In our formulation, we find it more convenient to use a parametrized 
invariant instead of a variant function. Such an invariant has the variant as 
an extra argument (in addition to the state argument), which ranges over 
the well-founded set. 
The choice of the decreasing directions in our method depends only on 
the value of the variant parameter, and not on the specific state. Here we 
differ from [18]. This issue is discussed in more detail in the last section. 
In the statement of the rule (see Table I) we use 0 as a generic name for 
a minimal element of a well-founded set. Also, as customary in the for- 
mulation of such rules, we omit all references to state arguments, which are 
implicit and always refer to a "current" state. 
Explanations 
(ad-1) This clause guarantees that along every direction in Dw, if it is 
enabled and taken, then there is a decrease in the well-ordering. Note again 
that we use a unique minimal element, denoted by 0, to keep the notation 
simple. Note also that at least one decreasing direction is required. 
(ad-2) This clause guarantees that along every direction in Sw, if 
enabled and taken, there is no increase in the well-ordering. Thus, an 
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TABLE I 
The Proof Rule for Fair Termination 
To prove ~r>>C~q>>: 
Choose: a well-founded, partially-ordered, set (W, ~< ), 
a predicate p: W~ [States ~ {true, false}]. 
For each w E W, w > 0 choose a partition Dw, Sw of { 1 ..... n }, with Dw ~ ~b. 
(D stands for decreasing, S- for steady), 
satisfying the following clauses: 
(1) ¢p(w) Aw>OABj,>Cj~.3v<w:p(v)>>,forallj6D~, 
(2) 4.p(w) A W>0 A Bi>>C~3v<~w:p(v)>>, for all i~S~, 
(3) ~p(w) A W>0>~ Cw:: *[[~i~s i: Bi/\TVjeD, Bj---rCi],~.true~, 
(4) r---,3v:p(v), p(O)~q A/~7_~B~, w>0 A p(W)--,VT=xB~. 
infinite computation proceeding along Sw directions only, and not 
decreasing, is possible. We have to ensure that such a sequence is unfair. 
Whence clause (3). 
(ad-3) The role of this clause is to establish an eventual enabledness of 
some decreasing direction in Dw, as long as p(w) holds. This ensures 
infinitely often enabledness of such a direction or decrease in p(w). It 
imposes a recursive application of the rule to an auxiliary program Cw 
(called also the derived program), and hence requires a subproof. The 
derived program Cw terminates because of one of two reasons: 
(a) Ai~s--nBi is true, hence no Sw-mOves are possible and only Dw- 
moves are left. 
(b) For somejeDw,  Bj is true, i.e., a Dw-mOve is enabled. 
Hence, this clause guarantees that along infinite Sw-computations 
(preserving p(w)) Dw-mOves are infinitely often enabled, that is, such com- 
putations are unfair. By convention, Cw = skip if Sw = ~b. Note that the 
derived program has less guarded commands than the original one. The 
use of the derived program is a "coding trick" by means of which eventual 
occurrence of some condition in one program is reduced to termination of 
another program. We appeal to it in order to remain strictly within the 
framework of termination. Other formulations to the same effect are 
possible. 
(ad-4) This clause guarantees that the invariant is initially established 
and that the program terminates only when reaching a minimal element of 
(W, ~< ). The latter condition is not essential and is only of technical con- 
venience. 
Remarks. (1) If we take Sw=~b (and hence Dw= {1 ..... n}) for all 
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we W, the rule reduces to the usual termination rule for GC (see, 
e.g., [11]). 
(2) In proving clauses (1)-(4) of the rule, application of the ordinary 
rules (for assignments, etc.) is allowed. 
EXAMPLE 1. First, consider again Dijkstra's example (see Table II) for 
a random generator of natural numbers [4], which is a possibly non-ter- 
minating program, its only infinite computation sequence being unfair. 
Hence, this program terminates fairly. 
We prove < true>> C< true>>. Choose as the well-founded set W= {0, 1 } 
with 0 < 1, as $1 = {1 }, D~ = {2}, and as the parametrized invariant 
p(w)(x, b) der -= (w=l~b)  A(w=0--*Tb).  
We now check that all four clauses of the proof-rule are satisfied. 
As to clause (1): b changes from true to false upon move 2: b :=false, 
and hence w drops from 1 to 0. 
As to clause (2): b remains true under 1: x := x + 1, and p(w) is indepen- 
dent of x, so w stays 1. 
As to clause (3): Ci:: *[bA 7b ~ . . . ]  which obviously terminates. 
As to clause (4): initially, take w = if b then 1 else 0; Also p(0) implies 
7 b, hence termination, and p(1) imply b, hence continuation. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Example 1, a D-move is always enabled (in the ter- 
minology of [18], that program is just). Next, consider a program, in 
which D-moves are only eventually enabled, and clause (3) is less trivially 
satisfied (see Table III). 
Again we prove < true >> C < true >>. Choose W, p, $1, D1 as above. The 
difference lies in clause (3), with a derived program 
C1 * [bA -7 (bAc) ~ c := 7c],  
which terminates after one step at most (we omit details of subproof). 
TABLE II 
Dijkstra's Random Number Generator Example 
C:: *[1: b~x :=x+ 1 
[] 
2: b ~ b :=false 
]. 
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TABLE III 
Example 2: Eventual Enabledness 
C:: b : -  true; c := true; 
* [ l :b~c:=~c 
[] 
2: b A c ~ b :=false 
]. 
TABLE IV 
Example 3: Insufficiency of the Natural Numbers 
C:: x :=0; y :=0; z :=0; 
* [ l :x=O~ y :=y+l  [ ]2x=OA even(y)--+x:=l 
[] 
3 :xC:OAyg:O~y:=y 1D4:x¢OAy#O~z:=z+l  
]. 
TABLE V 
Example 3: Coo, C. 
Coo:: * [ l : x=0/x  odd(y)~y :=y+ 1 
[ ]2 :x#0/x  y¢O~y:=y-1  
[ ]3 :x#0Ay#0~z:=z+l  
]. 
C. : : * [ l :x=O~ y :=y+l  
[] 2 :x=0  ^  even (y )~x := 1 
[ ]3 :x -C0/xy#0A ~(x=0Ay#0)~z:=z+l  
]. 
TABLE VI 
Example 3:C~,1 
C~, l : : * [ l :x¢OA y¢O- -*y :=y 1 
[] 
2:x:~0 A y¢O.--*z :=z+ 1 
]. 
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This example is still trivial, but it should give the reader a feeling for the 
spirit of the rule, which captures eventual enabling of a D-move by means 
of a proof of termination of the derived program. 
EXAMPLE 3. Next, we consider an example for which the natural num- 
ber N are not sufficient for fair termination proofs, since there is no bound 
on the length of finite computations (see Table IV). Let x ,y ,  z range 
over N. 
To prove ~true>>C~true>>, choose W=Nu {~},  n< ~ for all n~N,  
p(w)(x,  y, z) der - (w=~x=0)  A(w¢~- -*x¢0Ay=w) ,  
S o = {1, 3, 4}, D~ = {2}, S ,= {1, 2, 4}, D ,= {3}. 
For clause (3) we get as auxiliary programs (see Table V). (Note the 
renumbering of alternatives.) 
To prove ,~ p(n) An > 0 >> Cn ~ true >> is trivial since p(n) implies x ¢ 0, 
and hence Cn terminates immediately. The proof will use W= {0} and all 
clauses hold vacuously, except 4, which is also clear. 
To prove ~x=O>>C~true>>,  choose W'= {0, 1} and let S'w-- {2, 3}, 
D" = { 1 }, and p'(w)(x, y, z) =- ~efx = OA(even(y) ~ w = OA odd (y) 
w=l) .  
To show clause (1), for direction 1, note that w= 1 implies odd(y). 
Hence afterwards even(y) holds, hence p(0). 
To show clause (2), for direction 2, a similar argument applies. Direction 
(3) does not modify y at all. To show clause (3) the only derived program 
is (see Table VI) C~.1. Termination under p'(1) is again immediate, as 
p'(1) implies x--0. 
Finally, consider the following program C (see Table VII). This program 
fairly terminates iff the conjecture that there exist infinitely many "twin" 
primes is true. 
TABLE VII 
Program C: Twin Primes 
C:: y := 1, b := true; 
* [ l :b~ y :=y+ l 
[] 
2: b A prime(y) ix prime(y + 2) ~ b :=false 
]. 
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TABLE VIII 
Katz's Example: All-Level Fairness 
C:: *r l :  b ~ skip 
[] 
2: b ~ [,,2.1: b- , sk ip  
[] 
2.2: b ~ b: fa lse]]  
We would like to draw the reader's attention to the fact that our proof- 
rule deals with what might be called "top-level fairness." In other words, it 
considers fair choices among guards at the top-level of the iterative 
statement only, while allowing arbitrary choices for inner guards, except 
for nested-loops, which again are fairly chosen. Thus, the following 
program (suggested by Shmuel Katz, see Table VIII) is not  fairly ter- 
minating (for an initial state b = true): 
The infinite computation (1, 2) '°, in which direction 2 is always taken as 
2.1 (and never as 2.2) is fair according to our definition. 
Note that the distinction between "all-levels" fairness and "top-level fair- 
ness" cannot be captured by merely attributing unfair choices to con- 
ditionals (as opposed to iterations). Following is another program C' (see 
Table IX), which does not have conditionals, only loops. 
The computation ~= ((1)* 2.2) °~ is an infinite fair computation by our 
definitions. Note that each time the inner loop is entered, it is treated fairly 
by chosing fairly between 2.1 and 2.2. However, each execution of the inner 
loop is independent ofall of its previous executions. Indeed, direction 2.1 is 
never  taken along n, but this did not  generate unfairness of the inner loop. 
This computation, of course, is unfair according to "all-levels" fairness. 
A direct application of the method to "all-levels" fairness is not possible 
in its simple form. In [3], the method of "explicit scheduling" is shown to 
capture also "all-levels" fairness. 
TABLE IX 
Example Program C' 
C':: * [ l :b  ~c  := true 
2: b~ * [2.1: c~b :=false 
[] 
2.2: e --* c :=false]].  
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In this section we prove the soundness of the suggested proof rule w.r.t. 
the semantics of computation trees consisting of fairly terminating sequen- 
ces, and its completeness. We shall not deal in this paper with the 
specification language needed to express p(w) and the partitions, an issue 
dealt with elsewhere [21]: 
(a) Soundness. We have to prove that if all premises of the rule hold, 
so does its conclusion. Assume that for a program C we found a well-foun- 
ded set (W, ~<), a partition Sw, Dw for each w>0 s.t. Dw#~, and a 
parametrized invariant p(w) satisfying clauses (1)-(4) of the rule. 
Assume by way of contradiction, that for some state ~o, T¢0 contains an 
infinite fair path (~i)F=0. Consider the corresponding sequence of moves 
d o~ d ~o taken, ( i)~=o. It cannot contain an infinite subsequence ( 6)j=0 of D- 
moves, since by clause (1) this would imply the existence of an infinite 
decreasing sequence of elements in W, contradicting W's well-foundedness. 
Thus there exists a k ~> 0 and wk > 0 s.t for j >~ kp(w~)(~j) holds (clause (4)) 
and all moves dj~Swk (by clause (2)). By clause (3) there is some deDwk 
which is infinitely often enabled and not taken, contradicting the 
assumption that (¢i)~°°__ 0 is fair. 
(b) Completeness. This is the harder part. Assume ~r>>C~q>> 
holds. Then we have to find a well-founded, partially-ordered set (W, ~< ), 
partitions Sw, D w for each w > 0 s.t. Dw ¢ O, and a parametrized invariant 
p(w) (given by a collection of pairs (w, ~)) such that clauses (1)-(4) hold. 
Since all we "have at hand" is the computation tree, we have to derive 
everything needed from that tree (compare also [20] for another well-foun- 
dedness argument based on the "operational" object--the computation 
stack, for nondeterministic recursive procedures). 
We are given that the computation tree T¢0, for every state ~o satisfying 
r, is either well-founded, or contains at least one infinite, hence unfair, com- 
putation sequence. The basic idea is to construct another (possibly coun- 
tably wide) tree T~'0, some of whose nodes are obtained by collapsing cer- 
tain infinite families of nodes in T~0, all lying on unfair sequences 
originating in nodes ~ e T~0, such that T~0 is well founded, i.e., contains 
finite paths only. Then we use a standard ranking of T~'0 by means of 
ordinals to obtain the parametrized invariant: leaves are ranked by 0, and, 
inductively, an intermediate node is ranked by the successor of the ranks of 
its children. A move originating in ~ and remaining in the same infinite 
family belongs to Sw, for the corresponding rank w. A move which leaves 
such a family belongs to D w. Special care must be taken that these par- 
titions do not depend on ~o, the root of the computation tree. Rather, all 
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the initial states satisfying the given precondition should induce the same 
partitions, as the rule requires. 
We now present he details of the construction. Let T:0 be given: 
Case (a) T~0 is finite (this means that C always terminates in ~o, 
independently of any fairness assumptions). Choose a ranking of the nodes 
as described above (actually, the natural numbers suffice in this case). 
Furthermore, choose uniformly Sw = ~b, Dw = { 1 ..... n }. It is easy to verify 
tha clauses (1)-(4) of the rule hold. 
Case (b) T~0 contains at least one infinite, hence unfair, computation 
path re. This case is dealt with below. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) A computation sequence ~ is d-unfair (1 <<.d<~n) iff 
along ~ direction d was infinitely often enabled, but only finitely often 
chosen. 
(2) A computation sequence 7z is d-avoiding, for some de {1 ..... n} iff 
it contains no d-move. 
(3) Let ~e T~0, de {1 ..... n}. Define ~'s d-cone CONEd(I ) as follows: 
CONEd(I) = the set of all occurences of states in T~0 residing on infinite d- 
avoiding computation paths starting in 4. Direction d is called the cones' 
directive. 
A computation path is said to leave a cone A at move d, if the end state- 
occurrence of that move is the first marked state outside the cone. Recall 
that a move may consist of several arcs passing through unmarked states. 
Only the final marked state is of concern here. In case a move does not 
reach any marked state (which happens when this direction contains an 
internal oop with an infinite, unfair computation), that move is considered 
as remaining within the cone. 
LEMMA 1. Let ~ e T~0, and let tl e CONEa(~), for  some 1 <~ d<<. n. Then a 
computation sequence leaves CONEa(~) (at some node tl) iff it is either finite 
or contains a d-move. 
Proof If a path does not leave a cone, then by the definitions it is 
infinite and contains no d-moves. Suppose an infinite path rc starts in q and 
does not contain any d-move. Since tl e CONEa(~), there is some finite path 
re' joining ~ to t/, along which no d-move was taken. Hence the con- 
catenation re're of ~' and rc is contained in CONEa(~). 
The situation is described in Fig. 2, where a triangle denotes a finite tree. 
In the figure ql, t/2 are two occurrences of exit points from the cone (as 
stated in Lemma 1). The state occurrences ~'1, ~; are these resulting by the 
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first move leaving the cone. Note that every path leaving the cone is either 
finite or contains a d-move, as stated in Lemma 1. 
Next, we define inductively a hierarchy A of families of states, covering 
T¢0. The families are denoted by Ai, where i is the level at which Ai is 
defined. Actually, at each level there may be a countable number of such 
Ai's. To simplify the notation we do not add another index to distinguish 
among them, leaving the distinction to the context. 
The role of such an Ai is to be contracted to a (single) node in the well- 
founded tree T~' 0. Some A~'s are cones, while others, having no direction- 
avoiding infinite sequences leaving them, are singletons. 
Base step. We distinguish between two possibilities: 
(a) The root 4o is the origin of a do-avoiding computation path, for 
some do e { 1,..., n } which is infinitely often enabled along that path. In this 
case take Ao = CONEd0(~o). 
(b) Otherwise, take Ao= {~o}, a singleton. 
In both cases, we say that Ao is at level 0, with root 4o. 
Induction step. Let A i be at level i, with root ~g. We again distinguish 
between four cases: 
(a) Ai=CONEdi(~) and ~ is an infinite path leaving A~. By 
Lemma 1 it is not d~-avoiding. Let ~i+1 be the state resulting from the first 
di-move after 7r leaves A~. (Note that only finitely many nodes separate the 
exit node from ~i+1 in this case.) 
(b) Ag=CONEd,(~i) and ~ is a finite path leaving (by Lemma 1) the 
cone. Let ~+1 be the first state after 7r left the cone. 
(C) A i= {~g}, where ~i is not a leaf. Consider any ~+ 1 which is a 
child of ~ in T¢0. 
(d) If Ai= {~i} and it is a leaf, A~ has no descendants. 
643/66/1-2-7 
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After determining ~i+ i, we again distinguish between two possibilities in 
constructing A i + 1 : 
(1) There is no infinite d-avoiding path originating in ¢i+ 1, on which 
d is infinitely often enabled, for any de{1 ..... n}. In that case, let the 
singleton Ai+l = {~e+l} be a descendant of Ai at level i+ 1. 
(2) Otherwise, consider the collection D of all d's for which there is 
an infinite d-avoiding path on which d is infinitely often enabled, 
originating at ¢~+ 1. Let di+ 1 be the direction chosen least recently, possibly 
not at all, as a cone directive along 4o-  41 . . . . .  ¢~+ 1, and define A~+ 1 = 
CONEdi+I(~+ 1) to be a descendant of Ai at level i+ 1. In case of a tie, the 
direction with the smallest index is chosen. By "least recently" is meant, 
that if d has been chosen as a c0ne-directive at ~,  0 ~< k ~< i + 1, then every 
other d'E D has been chosen as a directive along ~k,..., ~+1. Thus, when 
iterating, we vary the cone-directive maximally. By this we mean that if 
some direction d may serve as a cone-directive again and again along some 
path, eventually it will be selected as such. 
Remarks. (1) By assumption T¢0 is infinite, and therefore contains an 
infinite unfair path. Thus, this path has an infinite tail which is d-avoiding 
for some de {1 ..... n}, and hence at least one A~ is a cone. 
(2) If some A~ is a cone, it always has descendants A~+I (either cones 
or singletons). This is important for establishing clause (4). 
LEMMA 2. In the hierarchy A there does not exist an infinite sequence of 
descendant cones CONEa~(~i) s.t.(~i)~=0 is an infinite path of T¢o. 
Remark. If we describe the construction of cones as in Fig. 3, we have 
by Lemma 2 only finite chains of cones. 
~0< CONE do(,~ O) d~~~t) 
d~g~21 ~ a)  
FIGURE 3 
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Proof The idea is to show that an infinite path cannot "cross" (enter 
and exit) infinitely many different cones. Rather, it has an infinite tail that 
remains within some cone. The proof utilizes maximal variability as 
described in the inductive hierarchy. Suppose such an infinite sequence 
(~i) exists. Then it is unfair by the assumption of fair termination of the 
given program. Thus, there is some 1 ~< d~< n s.t. (~i) is d-unfair. Take the 
d with the smallest index. Then there is an io such that the infinite tail 
originating at ~i0 is d-avoiding. Hence, there is also a Jo >~ io, such that 
either d did not occur at all on 30"" ~Jo or it occurred less recently than any 
other move. Hence d= djo in the inductive construction of CONEdj0(~Jo ) (by 
the choice criterion of directives as defined there), and, by Lemma 1, (~i) 
would have been contained in CONE4o((J0), contrary to assumption. 
Now we define T~o as suggested above. Its nodes are all the A i 
(singletons and cones) obtained in the inductive construction of the 
hierarchy as described above. In addition, also the (finitely many) nodes 
separating some of the Ais. Its edges are either edges entering cones, or 
edges leaving cones, and, otherwise, edges outside cones. By Lemmas 1 and 
2, the tree T~0 is well founded. This tree achieves the task of collapsing to 
one node all state occurrences within a cone. All these state occurrences 
will satisfy the parametrized invariant with the same value of the 
parameter, and will have the same decreasing directions. 
In order to get rid of undesired ~o-dependence of p, W, Sw, and Dw, we 
do one more construction: Combine all T~0 s.t. r(~o) holds into one 
infinitary well-founded tree T* (see Fig. 4). 
Next, rank the nodes of T*. A problem that may arise, and has to be 
avoided, is the following: by the ranking of T* it may be the case that two 
different cones (nodes of T*) with different directives, have received the 
same rank. This would destroy the uniqueness of the choice for the decreas- 
ing direction (as depending on the rank) required by the rule. Thus, the 
uniqueness has to be restored. In order to achieve this we perform a rank- 
shift: Suppose that at some level of the ranking, say 2, there are equiranked 
cones (with different directives), say of ordertype c~. Then rerank these con- 
secutively by 2 + t ..... 2 + c~, and proceed to the next level )~ + c~ + 1. 
FIGURE 4 
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Let p denote the (possibly shifted) ranking function of T*. Then we 
define the parametrized invariant p and partitions (Sw, Dw). As W we chose 
the ordinals ranking T*, an initial segment of the countable ordinals: 
For w > 0; 
def 
p(w) ~ = 3rl, d: 4 ~ CONEd(r/)/x p(CONEd(r/)  = w 
V 
Vq, d: 4 ¢ CONEa(r/)/x P(4) = w. 
S~ = Sd if 3q: p(CONEd(t/)) = w, 
= ~b otherwise 
where Sd= {1,..., n} -- {d}. Hence, Dw= {d}, a singleton set, or Dw= 
{ 1,..., n }. Thus, states are now ranked by the ranks of the Ai in which they 
reside. Thus, p(w)~ may be satisfied with more than one w. Sd is well 
defined due to the rank shift. 
Next, we show that clauses (1)-(4) of the rule hold. 
LEMMA 3. W, p, (Sw, Dw) satisfy clauses (1)-(4) of the rule. 
Proof Clause (1): Assume p(w)/x w>0/x  B i holds in ¢, for ieDw. 
Without loss of generality (by the construction of the combined tree), 
assume 4 ~ T~'0 and r(4o) holds. We distinguish between two cases: 
(a) there is a cone containing 4 and ranked w, say CONEd(q). In 
this case, Dw = {d}, and hence i = d. By Lemma 1, the d-move left the cone, 
and hence reached a state with a lower rank, since the ranking was bottom- 
up in T*. 
(b) The state-occurrence 4 is not contained in a cone, and is 
ranked w. Hence, D w = { 1 ..... n}, and indeed any enabled move leads to a 
descendant node with a smaller rank. 
Clause (2): Assume p(w) ^  w>0/x  Be holds in 4, for ieSw. Again, 
assume 4~ T~'0 and r(¢o) holds. Then 4~CONEa(r/) for some r/ and d 
(since, otherwise, Sw=~b), and de  i. If move Ci remains in the cone, by 
construction the rank remains the same. Otherwise, it leaves the cone, and 
hence the rank decreases. 
Clause(3): Assume again p(w)A w>0 holds in 4. We have to 
demonstrate that Cw fairly terminates. Since Sw ~ q) implies Sw = Sd for 
some d, the guards of Cw are  B i A --nBd. Again, assume 4 is in T~' 0as above. 
Let 7r be a fair computation sequence of Cw starting in 4. Then 7r can be 
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extended in front to a fair computation sequence starting in 40, and hence 
is finite. Thus Cw fairly terminates. (At this point it should be clear to the 
reader that the whole proof proceeds by induction on the number of alter- 
natives of C.) 
Clause (4): By the construction, in T~* holds p(~)= 0*--~ 4 occurs on a 
leaf of T*, hence showing termination upon reaching 0. 
The initial w to establish the invariant is the rank of A o (the cone or the 
singleton) containing the root 40 (for any 4o satisfying the precondition). 
THEOREM. I f  C fairly terminates, (W, <<. ), p(Sw, D~))w~W,w>O, exist, 
satisfying all the clauses appearing as premises in the rule for proving fair 
termination of guarded loops. 
Finally, we refer the reader to the conference version of the paper [22] 
for a semantic haracterization f the difference between singleton and non- 
singleton Dw. 
4. RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
As already mentioned in the introduction, our work is closely related to 
[18]. In [18] three fairness-like notions are introduced: 
(1) Impartial execution. Along infinite computation sequences all 
moves appear infinitely often (no reference to being enabled or not). 
(2) Just execution. Along infinite computation sequences enabled 
moves which once enabled remain enabled until taken (i.e., are con- 
tinuously enabled), are eventually taken. 
(3) Fair execution. Along infinite computations sequences, moves 
infinitely often enabled are eventually taken. 
This distinction influenced clause (3) of our rule. Without clause (3), our 
rule is sound and complete for impartial execution. The difference between 
just termination and fair termination is reflected in Examples 1 and 2 in 
Section 2. 
The following clause, suggested by Lehmann, treats completely just 
execution: 
(3') p(w)^w>O/, -nBi~Vi_l,nBi j~Ow. 
A notable difference between our rule and the one in [18], called method 
F, is that we partition the moves in an ordinal-dependent way, whereas in 
[18] state predicates play a crucial rule in determining decreasing moves. 
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Now we show that our rule implies the semantic ompleteness of method 
F: Assume that for program C we found (W, <<.), p, <(Sw, Dw)>w~Ve, w>o 
satisfying clauses (1)-(4) of our rule, relative to precondition r, and that 
IDwl--1. 
In order to apply method F, we have to: 
(i) Find a partial ranking function p: States ~ W', where W' is also 
a well-founded ordering. 
(ii) Find predicates Q~, i= 1 ..... n over states, where Q = /x 7= 1 Qi, 
satisfying: 
(0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
decreasing 
(5) 
C < true >> .
Q(4) implies that p(~) is defined: 
r(~) ~ Q(4), 
Q( ~) /x ~1~ C~(4)-* (Q(q) /x p( 4) >... p(q) ), 
Qi(4) /x q~Ci(~) A p(4)= p(q)-~ Qi(q) for i # j, 
Q~(~)/x t/~ C~(~) ~ (p(4) > p(q)) (thus the Q~ determine the 
directions), 
Program C::*[Di= 1 ...... Bj ^-nB,.--. Ci] satisfies ~Q~>> 
To satisfy method F, take W' = W (using the same ordering), and define 
P(4) = minw p(w)4, Qi = i ~ O p(¢). Hence Q(4) -= 3w: p(w) 4. 
Next, we verify conditions (0)-(5) of method F: 
Condition (0) 3w: p(w)4 ~ {wlp(w)~} # (~, and the minimum of 
{wlp(w) 4} exists by a property of the ordinals. 
Condition (1) r(4) --* 3:p(w)4 holds by clause (4). 
Condition (2) follows from clauses (1), (2) of our rule, guaranteeing that 
p(v) holds for v <~ w: hence the minimal v s.t. p(v) does not increase, either. 
Condition(3) Qi(~) /x t;~C;(4), i# j  i p(~)=p01) , implies that an S- 
move does not decrease the ordinal, hence Q~(4) still holds. 
Condition (4) follows directly from clause (1), since q~C~(4) and Q~(4) 
imply a D-move is taken. 
Condition (5) reduces to clause (3). 
Recently, the method of "helpful directions" for proving fair termination 
has been extended to more complicated and general notions of fairness 
[10, 63. 
Other related work is reported in [2], as mentioned in the Introduction, 
and in [3]. There, the given program is augmented with counters and ran- 
dom assignments (over natural numbers) in such a way that the fair- 
scheduling is directly reflected in the transformed program. Then, the trans- 
formed program is shown to have parametrized invariant, where a decrease 
in rank occurs in every enabled direction. In [-3] it is also shown (con- 
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necting with results in [ 1]) that every recursive ordinal is needed for a fair- 
termination proof of some program. A recent result by Harel [12] 
generalizes the issues to a programming-language independent set-up by 
defining tree isomorphisms between marked infinite paths in finitely 
branching trees (of which fair paths are a special case) and infinite path of 
countably branching trees. 
Finally, the syntactic expressibility issue of the completeness of the rule is 
treated in [-21 ]. There, it is shown that a variant of Park's kt-calculus is an 
appropriate assertion language for the expression of the required 
parametrized invariants. 
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